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I. Project information

1. Introduction
On 23 April 2006, the Developer MFCB signed the MOU with
GOL to carry the feasibility studies including the Environmental
studies of the Don Sahong Hydropower Project (DSHPP) in order
to develop the project. Above studies were completed in 2007.
MFCB then signed the PDA with GOL on 13 February 2008.

2. Characteristics of the Project
DSHPP is a run of river scheme without a storage pond at Hou
Sahong which is 1 of the 17 major channels in the Siphanedon
area, Champasak province. DSHPP will have an installed capacity
of 256MW comprising of 4x 66MW Units, designed to absorb a
flow of 1600 cumec/s, with an average head of 17.4m and can
produce 2000 Gwh/y of energy.

Fig. 1 Head pond and power house
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Fig. 2 Power house 
 

 3. Effects to Environment and people 
 

3.1 Effects to Environment 
 

MFCB fully grasps the situation and has extensively carried out studies 
required and has following undertakings/ action plans; 

1)  Guarantees the minimum natural flow to Khonephapheng during the dry 
season   

            2)  Guarantees no disturbance of flows in other channels 
            3)  Guarantees no change in sedimentation in other channels 
 

3.2 Effects to people 
 

DSHPP will relocate only 11 families to a new area which is about 800 m 
away   from their original location. The Project will build for each affected 
family a new house on a 15mx40m piece of land. The Project will upgrade 
33ha arid land into agricultural land in order to compensate for their loss of 18 
ha agricultural land and this could be used for 2 seasons cropping. The Project 
will also improve directly and indirectly affected people’s sustainable 
livelihood as follows;     

       1) It will contribute additional 15 ha agricultural land 
       2) It will promote cultivated land and livestock 
       3) It will provide jobs to the local people 
        4) It will build access road and a permanent bridge linking Ban Veunkham- 
                 Don Sadam- Don Sahong. 
       5) It will build a new secondary school, a new clinic and a new market. 
       6) It will contribute towards a new temple 
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        7) It will contribute towards a new walkway and viewing platform to view 
Khonephapheng. 
 
 

                 
 
 
 

                 
 

Fig. 3 various social amenities to be provided 
 
 

II.  Background regarding fish ladder and fish passage 
 

1. Global development of fish ladder and fish passage 
 

Fish ladder and fish passage have been designed / developed in Europe for 
many years 
at hydropower stations, regulating canals and water channels mainly for    
migrating salt water fish such as salmon. From these many countries such   as 
Australia, USA, UK, France. have adapted the designs for fresh water fish. 
In Asia, Thailand first built a fish ladder in 1917 and now has 8 fish ladders. 

 
Cambodia first built a fish ladder in 1978. Laos built a prototype fish ladder in 
2007 using plywood, under the Australian grant at Pakping reservoir, 
Bolikhamxai Province. It is now converted to a steel ladder of; 6m long, 1.3 m 
high, 1m wide. It was designed for a gradient of 1:15 (6%) and 1:8 (12%). 
After monitoring for 2 years, it was proven that the 6% gradient was more 
effective. 
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Fig. 4 Fish ladder in Columbia River (USA)  Fig. 5 Fish ladder in Thames River (UK) 
 

                
 
Fig. 6 Rock rams fish way                            Fig. 7 Fish ladder in Neste River (France) 
 

                 
 
Fig. 8 Fish ladder in Kum river (Thailand)      Fig. 9 Fish ladder in Kompongthom   
                                                                                   (Cambodia) 
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Fig. 10 Prototype Fish ladder at Pakping reservoir, Paksan District, (Laos) 
 

                  
 
Fig. 11 Natural fish passage in Loue River         Fig. 12 Fish passage in New Zealand 
 

                 
 
Fig. 13 Lowland fish passage                                Fig. 14 Fish passage in Siikajoki           
                                                                                           River, Finland 
 
2. Fishery in the lower Mekong River 
 

Mekong River is one of the World’s important rivers which cover an area of 
795000sq km and a length of 4000km. It is socio-economically, 
environmentally valuable to the population of the 4 recipient nations 
(Cambodia, Laos, Thailand and Vietnam)  

 



Approximately, 60 million people use and depend on this river for traveling
and livelihood.

3. Fishery in Lao PDR

Since Laos is a landlocked country, the Mekong river is of great importance to
Laos; economically, socially and culturally, particularly for the central and
southern Lao people.
Fishermen normally catch fish for their daily food and earn their living from
fishing especially during rainy season as fish are aplenty for spawning in the
tributaries, lakes. However, due to irrigation and man made obstacles, fish
cannot migrate for spawning. Fish population is continuously decreasing due
to such obstacles and over fishing.
One of the solutions is a fish passage which will be a sustainable solution.

4. Fishery in the Project area

MFCB has hired local and foreign experts to carry out extensive studies for
the 3 channels; Hou Sahong, Hou Sadam, Hou Xangpheuk. The studies
indicate that it is of great concern and alarming that these 3 channels are
blocked by man made obstacles to catch fish and block fish migration for
spawning during the dry season and rainy season.
Fishing activities also increase. Fish are blocked and caught. However less and
less fish are caught as per interviews of 6 village chiefs of Ban; Hang
Phapheng, Hoa Sadam, Sahong, Esom, Hang Khone, Hang Sadam.
Their fish catch has declined 50%-90% in the last 10 years resulting in
increasing difficult in livelihood.

Fig.15 Various fishing techniques at Hou Xangpheuk
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5. Fish protection and fishery in the Project area 
 

MFCB will provide financial support in dismantling/eliminating these 
manmade barriers at Hou Sadam, Hou Xang pheuk to give fish natural 
freedom of migration without having to make sophisticated fish ladder. As the 
Project will block Hou Sahong, fish has many easy and favorable options to 
migrate.To protect large fish entering the turbines, there will be a wire mesh at 
the inlet and outlet of Hou Sahong. Smaller fish can pass through the turbines 
without any harm. If it is found that fish die due to passing the turbines, the 
Project will take necessary measures such as; 
-using ultra sound screen at the inlet 
-additional screen to divert fish to Hou Sadam. 
The Project has in its Fish mitigation action plan (FishMAP) envisaged local 
people and local authorities’ involvement to reduce pressure on fishing. 

 

                   
 

Fig. 16 Local involvement in removing man made obstacles for fish passage 
 

III.  Fishery laws 
 

1. Chapter V. Prohibition 
    Clause 38. General prohibitions 
    It is prohibited for individuals, internal and external organizations to; 
 
1) Use poisons, dynamites, firearms, electrocutions, sonar, animated sounds,    
   other forbidden instruments to catch fish/aquatic animals 
   Dump rubbish, release waste water, chemicals into water 
 
2) Trade, buy, possess or transport aquatic animals which are illegally   
     obtained. 
   

       3) Produce, import or sell all forbidden fishing gears. 
 
       4) Import fishing gears which obstruct fish migration such as... Gill nets,   
                lee,cheip, toong 
 
       5) Block fish passages, catch fish during spawning season 
 

6)   Destroy water sources, catch aquatic animals during breeding season      
      where Pa O or Pa kong lay eggs according to district authorities. 
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       7)   Catch conserved baby fish or aquatic animals.   
 
     2. Chapter VII. Group2. Local fishery management 

    Clause 51. Organization chart 
 

This should compose of various concerned representatives as follows; 
1.   a representative of all village chiefs, or district or local area 
2.   a fishermen’s representative 
3.   a general public representative (youth, trade union..) 
4.   a representative from the military or police 
5.   any additional representative as required 

 
   Clause 54. A fishery regulation covers the followings; 
1. purposes  
2. conserved areas  or restricted zones 
3. fish species or other aquatics 
4. fishing gears and fishing methods 
5. policies for rewards and punishment for offenders 
6. implementation 
7. other regulations as required ( National assembly, 2009)  

 
IV Purposes of Fish passage restoration 
 

1. Short term 
To unblock/improve fish passage. This would raise fish species in the 
Mekong river with easier passages during the dry season and to substitute 
for the Don Sahong channel which will be blocked by the Project.  

2. Long term 
To reduce fish caught by man made barriers as well as to care for aquatics, 
algae, nature. To initiate and to be a model for other locations as well as to 
establish an aquatic reserve for tourism in the future.   

 
V. Implementation plan 
 

1. Public consultation 
 Meeting took place at Don Sahong village on 09 April 2011. 
 

1.1 List of participants 
    1) Mr Bou SENGVIXAY,                                            Project Engineer 
     2) Mr Khamphao CHANTHABOALI,   Hang Sadam village chief 
     3) Mr Sakhon KEOMANY,                             Don Sahong village chief 
     4) Mr Poukan CHANTHABOALI,      Hoa Sadam village chief      

         5) Mr Khamping XAIYASANE,      Don Sadam village deputy chief 
         6) Mr Noumai BOAPHASEUT,                 Hang Khone village chief 
        7) Mr Chaloun SOULIYAVONG,                                       Project coordinator 
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1.2 General consensus 
 

For the project to be a model to others and for others to follow 
nationwide in general , in particular in the Siphandon area and to 
implement Law no 03/NA approved by the National Assembly on 
Fishery Law, dated 09 September 2009 namely Chapter V. Prohibition, 
it is agreed as follows; 

1) Compensation for the 2 channels at Boungkea area goes to the village fund   
, not individual owners  

   2) Practical Management plan must be formulated after the completion 
 3) Use local manpower 

   4) Dynamites are not allowed, use rock vibrators 
    5)  District Environment/fishery offices, Provincial fishery department are to  
            supervise the work.   

1.3 Date of Meeting 
-   Meeting closes at 12 noon 
-   The work is to be implemented on the 24/4/2011 if possible 

 
VI Actual implementation of fish passage restoration 
 

1. Location of Hou Xangpheuk 
 

Hou Xangpheuk is located west of Don Sahong village but the actual 
fish passage restoration is adjacent to Don Champa by the local name of 
Boungkea area at Longitude 13 ْ◌ 57 ’02.75’’ N, Latitude 105 ْ◌ 57’23. 
80’’ E (see fig 17)  

 

 
 

Fig. 17 Actual location carried out (see arrow) 
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2. Duration: 28 days ( 24 April- 21 May 2011) 
 

3. Manpower utilized 
A total number of 980 man-days of labor force comes from surrounding 

villages  
(Average 35 man/day)  

 
4. Allocation of manpower 

A total length of 177m has to be restored. Labor is divided into 3 sections 
(A, B, C) 

  
Section A: is a difficult section with slope, time consuming, needs lots of  

                manpower to dig, to excavate rocks. It has a length of 58.24m, width of  
              4.9m, height of 2.82m, gradient of 4.8% (see drawings 1&2, photo fig.19) 
 
              Section B: is wide, lots of big rocks to be dug/excavated. The rest needs  
               rock removal, clearing. It has a length of 56m, width of 11.6m, height of  
                   0.5m, gradient of 0.9% (see drawing 1& and photo fig. 21) 
 

Section C: no need to crush rocks, only to clean up debris, timbers, 
remove minor rocks. It has a length of 62.8m, width of 4m, height of 
0.3m, gradient of 0.5% (see drawing no: 1 & 2 and photo fig. 23)  
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Drawing no.1 General view of location to be restored 
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Drawing no.2 View of various section
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                                                Fig. 18 Fish passage before restoration 
 

 
 

Fig.19 Fish passage during restoration (section A) 
 

 
 

                                              Fig.20 Fish passage after restoration (section A) 
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Fig.21 Fish passage during restoration (section B) 
 
 

 

       
 

Fig.22 Fish passage after restoration (section B) 
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Fig. 23 Fish passage before restoration (section C) 
 

      
 

Fig.24 Fish passage after restoration (section C) 
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VII. Inspections 
 

1. Inspection of fish passage restoration 
During implementation, many concerned authorities make the site visit as follows; 

-   Provincial Livestock and fishery department                   1 visit 
-   District Environment office                                              2 visits 
-   District Fishery office                                                       2 visits  

           -   Native Fishery research from Ban Hat                              6 visits 
          -   Fish breeding and nursery from Ban Hat                          5 visits           
 

 
 

Fig. 25 Inspection team                                

 
 

Fig. 26 Directive of an inspector 
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2. Inspection for fish and fishery 

 
There are lots of obstacles for fish and fishery in this channel mainly man made barriers. At 
least 34 louang are seen and unaccounted toong/ louap (see fig. 27, 28, and 29). If this trend 
continues, few fish can migrate or no fish can migrate. 
 

 

                   
 

Fig.27 Man-made barrier (lee, ton) to catch fish at Hou Xangpeuk noi 
 

 

             
 

Fig.28 Man-made barrier (lee) to catch fish at Hou Xangpeuk yai 
   

              
 

Fig.29 Man-made barrier (lee) to catch fish at Don Wai 
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 VIII. Evaluation of fish passage restoration implementation and  
           Dissemination of the Kong district Chief’s notification 
 

• with reference to the Fishery laws no.03/NA, dated 09 July 2009 
                   Chapter V Prohibitions 

• with reference to the public consultation dated 09/04/2011, 
• as per the implementation plan of the project 
• As per the Kong district Chief’s notification no. 017/KDC dated 18 May 2011 in regards to 

the removal of all man made obstacles to fish passages (attached herewith). 
 
Public meeting, 2nd round dated 20 May 2011 
 

1. Participants 
 
No Name/SURNAME Position Telephone 
1 Mr. Bou SENGVIXAY Project Engineer 22222172 
2 Mr. Khamdeng VONGHACHAK Chief, Livestock 

office, Khong 
district 

98789887 

3 Mr. Anouseng CHANTHAVONG Chief, 
Environment 
office, Khong 
district 

56132235 

4 Mr. Khamphao CHANTHABOUALY Chief, Hang 
Sadam Village, 

22703818 

5 Mr. Sakhon KHOUNMANIVONG Chief, Don 
Sahong, Village, 

56683984 

6 Mr. Noumai BOAPHASEUT Chief, Hang 
Khone, Village, 

22717917 

7 Mr. Boakeo KEOVILAYSANE Political 
secretary, Don 
Sahong Village, 

 

8 Mr. Sinuan SIVIXAY Chief, Don Som 
Villaage, 

5685947 

9 Mr. Phoukan CHANTHABOUALY Chief, Hoa 
Sadam Village, 

 

10 Mr. Chaloun SOULIYAVONG Project 
coordinator 

55733661 

11 Mr. Somphan PHILAVONG Chief, Fishery 
research Ban Hat 

22766669 

12 Mr. Khampat SENGPHACHAN Chief, Fish 
nursery Ban Na 

96963552 

    
    

 
 

2. Purpose of the Meeting  
 

     1) To evaluate the implementation of fish passage restoration 
 2) To inform and disseminate to all chiefs of villages the Kong district    
     Chief’s Notification 

     3) To discuss and formulate regulations to protect fish passages 
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     3.  General Consensus 
      1) All village chiefs agree to inform and disseminate to villagers 
      2) To organize a unit to control the area 
      3) To nominate a coordinator to liaise with the fishery authority during  
                             Inspection 
 
      4) The district’s fishery office and village chiefs are to formulate  

                 Regulations 
               5) Punishments to offenders after notification are as follows; 
 

1st offense:                     offender to be warned 
2nd offense:                    offender to be educated and fined 200000 Kips 
3rd offense:                    offender to be punished according to  
                                      Regulations and fined twice above amount. 
 
Remark: any offense which occurs at the same location twice will receive no  
                 warning and will be considered as the 2nd offense   

 
 

     
 

Fig. 30 Evaluation Meeting and to disseminate the Kong district chief’s notification 
 

     
 

Fig. 31 Inspection tour after the completion of fish passage restoration 
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IX. Lessons learned 
 

1. Strength 
1) the work carried out can become a study tour for tourists and students, 
2) it is a newly created tourist area in the district, 
3) many fish species can migrate both seasons, 
4) jobs creation for villagers,  
5) good support from local authorities and villagers and  

Good support to implement the fishery laws 
2. Weakness 

Concerned authorities are not fully aware of the Fishery laws and the Fishery laws are yet to 
be fully implemented. 

     
3. Pending issues 

1) villagers need 6 months notification 
2) some man-made barriers are still to be removed  
3) regulations are to be issued in order to follow-up, to inspect 
4) sign boards with regulations are to be placed  
5) regular inspections must be made during spawning season ( 3months) 

 
4. Further action plans 

 
To execute above pending issues by following persons; 
 
1. Mr Bou Sengvixay                     Project engineer                 Team leader 
2. Mr Samphan Philavong                                                        member 
3. Mr Khampat Sengphachan                                                   member 
4. Mr Chaloun Souliyavong                                                     coordinator 
5. Rep. from district’s livestock and fishery (to write Regulations) 
6. Rep. from district’s Environment office   (interval inspections) 
7. A Rep. from all villages 

 
Report signed by: 
 
- Rep. Project 
 
-coordinator project 
 
-reporter 
 
-village chiefs; Hang Kone, Hang Sadam, Don Sahong, Hoa Sadam, Don Som    
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Champasak Province 
Kong District                                                                                No. 017/KDC 
At Kong District, dated     18/05/2011 
 
 

Notification 
 
To: Political secretaries and chiefs of villages; 
       Kadan, Don Phapheng, Hoa Sadam, Hang Sadam, Hang Kone, Don Som,  
       Don Sahong 
 
Subject: Abolishment of all Ton, Lee blocking fish passages 
 
 

- with reference to the Fishery laws no.03/NA, dated 09 July 2009 
             Chapter V Clause 38 

- With reference to the public consultation to restore fish passage, dated            
             09/04/2011 

- As per the Don Sahong’s project plans 
 
The Kong district chief issues this notification; 
 
1/. All Ton, Lee at Hou Xang Pheuk, Hou Sadam, Hou Sahong  blocking fish passages are to be abolished. 
In preparation for the project’s construction, this will be implemented by the project so fish can easily 
migrate. 
 
2/. Village chiefs are to inform and disseminate this, so villagers under their responsibility are well informed 
of the implementation. Further, they are to form a unit to follow up and inspect the works regularly. 
 
3/.Offenders is to be warned, educated, received official notices. The authority shall compile relevant 
documents to the District to take legal action against recurrence offenders according to laws.  
 
Thus this notification is issued and is to be successfully implemented. 
 
 

                                                                            Kong District Chief  
    
 
 

                                                                    Soubin  CHANTHAPHIM 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


